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GE0001

An excuse to provide green belt land for big housing companies to profit from cramming in red brick estate while land 
value is high. This is NOT good for the environment or infrastructure or for people in the long term. As chairman of the 
Great Ellinghambased Breckland Astronomical society I have seen the area recently becoming devastated by light pollution 
from houses properties and industry. This opens up the floodgates for the stepwise destruction of nature. Also for the 
wildlife habitat and drainage etc. 

GE0002

OBJECTION I object for the fact that this will greatly increase the village boundry which will take us ever nearer to 
changes in planning that would be acceptable for a larger village/town and make our already blighted village more of an 
eyesore and blot on the Norfolk landscape. If I wanted to live in Hethersett I would move there. Do not turn our village 
into another Hethersett. 

GE0003

I strongly disagree with the proposal.The premise for the proposed change fails to stand up since it excludes an area to 
the south of the B1077 and east of the A11, which also meets the criteria of being separated from Attleborough by the 
'natural barrier of the A11'. It is clear that the primary reason for the request is to increase the land area with 
potential to supply the 'five year housing land supply'.  Development is already spreading the village rapidly along Long 
Street.  Further building will increase the demands on infrastructure already failing to meet the growing demand.  
Increasing the built area increases surface water runoff; a chronic problem currently within the village, increases 
traffic volume on Long Street (where speeding and high through traffic volume on a road lacking pedestrian walkways is 
already at a dangerous level), increases demand on outdated and overloaded telecoms services already failing.  Improved 
surface water drainage, more provision and protection for pedestrians, telecoms upgrades... must come before any more 
housing developments or increasing the potential for built expansion of Great Ellingham.
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